Professional Indemnity (PI)
Insurance Market Update
Insurers no longer prepared to drive PI pricing down
Overview
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outside of their insurance policies. Those that can’t be
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The hardening Directors & Officers (D&O) market is
having a two pronged impact on the PI market. Established
PI Insurers are demonstrating caution and taking the

to a claim, which may not meet the test of a circumstance
likely to give rise to a claim.

opportunity to review their books alongside the D&O.

Caution amongst London and Australian Markets

Other D&O Insurers who have not traditionally written a
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experiencing increased deductibles.

Contractual claims continue to feature in the construction
sector pushing up loss ratios that historically would have
been excluded. Insurers are expressing concern on the future
state of the Australian property market. If history were to
repeat-a drop in property prices would have a ripple effect
amongst real estate agents, mortgage brokers, valuers,
financial planners, lawyers, builders, engineers and others.

Looking Forward
In the near future we do not expect to see significant
variations in the availability of capacity or coverage which
is positive. However, given the current environment we do
see increases in losses and pricing. Our experienced brokers
will already be putting together plans to ensure your
program is managed for the best outcome in such scenarios.

Risk Management practices that can help avoid
claims and attract good insurance pricing
Senior Management Sponsorship
Risk management initiatives that are sponsored
and led by senior management are the most
effective – this ‘sponsorship from the top’
approach helps to ensure employees at all levels
become and remain committed to a good risk
management culture
Quality Assurance
Good quality assurance (QA) and quality control
(QC) practices and ensuring consistency in the
application of QA/QC policies to every project
Clear Contracts
Contracts that include a clear and detailed
scope of services and an appropriate standard of
performance, avoiding any expressed fitness for
purpose or large indemnities
Communication
Maintaining good communication and proper
documentation
Clients
Investigating client behaviours, experience and
financial situation before bidding or commencing
work with them
Project Selection
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